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Organize pizza and restaurant take-out and delivery deals to stay 
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Get the best deals on pizza and other take-out and delivery meals by keeping offers up-to-date. 
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Like me, you probably receive a lot of sample menus from restaurants that 
would like you to order from their carry-out or delivery menus. You also get 
menus and offers when you receive delivered meals (pizza, Chinese, etc.). 
 
Here's a tip to help you keep track of those menus and offers to assure you 
get the best deal for the food you order: 
 

1. Keep a carry-out/delivery offer folder in your kitchen. A folder with pockets works well, or, if you collect a lot of different types 
of menus and offers, create a small notebook with pocket pages divided by food type (Chinese, Indian, Italian, Mexican, Pizza, 
etc.). 
 

2. When you receive a new menu or offer, write the month and year on the outside so you can keep track of how current it is, 
and put it in the folder or notebook. 

 
3. As you file the new menu or offer in your folder, glance at the older items. If there's one from the same place from which you 

just received a new menu or offer, throw out the old one. 
 
4. Also throw out menus that are over a year old. That way, the folder is never filled with expired offers or menus with old 

prices. 
 
5. And, if you happen to find an expired offer that's appealing to you, it doesn't hurt to call and ask the restaurant if they'll give it 

to you anyway - many places are glad to have your business and are still willing to make a deal. 
 
Bonus tip: visit the web sites of your favorite take-out and delivery restaurants to find even more deals. 
 
Share your take-out and delivery tips here. 
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